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Chapter 1: 
Introduction to e-Commerce



Learning Objectives

• What is Electronic Commerce?
• Benefits of Electronic Commerce
• Impact of Electronic Commerce
• Classification of Electronic Commerce
• Application of Electronic Commerce 

Technologies
• Summary



Origins and Growth of E-commerce

• Precursors:
– Baxter Healthcare 
– Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) 
– French Minitel (1980s videotex system)
– None had functionality of Internet

• 1995: Beginning of e-commerce
– First sales of banner advertisements

• e-Commerce fastest growing form of commerce in 
United States 
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e-Commerce: A Brief History

• 1995–2000: Invention
– Key concepts developed
– Limited bandwidth and media
– Euphoric visions of 

• Friction-free commerce
– Lowered search costs, disintermediation, price transparency, 

elimination of unfair competitive advantage
• First-mover advantages

– Network profits
– Dot-com crash of 2000
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e-Commerce: A Brief History (cont.)

• 2001–2006: Consolidation
– Emphasis on business-driven approach
– Traditional large firms expand presence
– Start-up financing shrinks up
– More complex products and services sold
– Growth of search engine advertising
– Business Web presences expand to include e-mail, 

display and search advertising, and limited 
community feedback features
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e-Commerce: A Brief History (cont.)

• 2007–Present: Reinvention
– Rapid growth of: 

• Online social networks
• Mobile platform
• Local commerce

– Entertainment content develops as source of 
revenues

– Transformation of marketing
• Coordinated marketing on social, mobile, local platforms
• Analytic technologies
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Pinterest: A Picture Is Worth a 
Thousand Words

• Have you used Pinterest or any other content curation 
sites? What are your main interests?

• Have you purchased anything based on a pin or board 
on Pinterest or any other curation site? 

• Why do Pinterest links drive more purchasing than 
Facebook links?
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e-Commerce Trends 2014–onward

• Retail e-commerce grows over 15%
• Continued expansion of mobile, social, and local e-

commerce 
• Mobile platform rivals PC platform
• Continued growth of cloud computing
• Explosive growth in Big Data
• Continued growth of user-generated content on 

social networks, blogs, wikis
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The First 30 Seconds
• First 20 years of e-commerce

– Just the beginning
The early years of e-commerce, during the late 1990s, were a period of 
business vision, inspiration, and experimentation.
– Rapid growth and change
Improvement in information technologies and continuing 
entrepreneurial innovation

• Technologies evolve at exponential rates

Mobile, social, and local have become driving forces in e-commerce
– Disruptive business change
– New opportunities (on-demand service firms)
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What Is e-Commerce? 

• Use of Internet and Web to transact business
• More formally:

– Digitally enabled commercial transactions 
between and among organizations and 
individuals
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e-Commerce vs. e-Business
• e-Business:

Digital enabling of transactions and processes within a 
firm, involving information systems under firm’s 
control
– Does not include commercial transactions involving an exchange 

of value across organizational boundaries;
– The same infrastructure and skill sets are involved in both e-

business and e-commerce
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e-Commerce
• e-Business

• Activities a company performs for selling and buying 
products and services using computers and 
communication technologies

• e-Commerce
• Buying and selling goods and services over the Internet
• Builds on traditional commerce by adding the flexibility 

that networks offer and the availability of the Internet



e-Commerce: Business Applications

• Buying and selling products and services
• Collaborating with other companies 
• Communicating with business partners 
• Gathering business intelligence on 

customers and competitors
• Providing customer service 



e-Commerce: Business Applications

• Making software updates and patches available 
• Offering vendor support 
• Publishing and disseminating information 



Value Chain and e-Commerce 
• Value chain 

• Series of activities designed to meet business needs by 
adding value or cost in each phase of the process

• Primary activities
• Inbound logistics
• Operations
• Outbound logistics
• Marketing and sales
• Service



Michael Porter’s Value Chain



Value Chain and e-Commerce 
• Internet

• Increases the speed and accuracy of 
communication between suppliers, distributors, 
and customers

• Low cost means companies of any size can 
participate in value chain integration

• e-Commerce enhances a value chain
– Offers new ways to reduce costs or improve 

operations



e-Commerce vs. Traditional 
Commerce 

• Click-and-brick e-commerce: Mixes 
traditional commerce and e-commerce
• Capitalizes on the advantages of online 

interaction with customers
• Retains the benefits of having a physical store 

location



e-Commerce vs. Traditional 
Commerce 



Advantages of e-Commerce 

• Enhances relationships with suppliers, customers, 
business partners

• Creates price transparency
• Operates around the clock and globe
• Gathers more information on potential customers
• Increases customer involvement
• Improves customer service



Advantages of e-Commerce

• Increases:
• Flexibility and ease of shopping
• Number of customers 
• Opportunities for collaboration with business partners
• Return on investment because inventory needs are 

reduced 
• Offers personalized services and product customization 
• Reduces administrative and transaction costs 



Disadvantages of e-Commerce

• Bandwidth capacity problems
• Security and privacy issues 
• Accessibility
• Acceptance



اهداف درس

 Introduction to e-Commerce

 e-Commerce Technologies

 e-Commerce Infrastructure

 e-Payments



سرفصلهاي کلی مطالب

• To understand computer network architecture and 
communication protocols

• To study network devices and network connections
• To learn how to analyze and measure network performance and 

design high performance networks 
• To understand and realize the importance of information and 

network security 
• To understand and realize the benefits of the Internet
• To  design computer network



سرفصلهاي جزئی تر مطالب
 Introduction to e-Commerce Technologies & Standards
 Web Architecture & e-Commerce in Different Layers
 Internet, Intranet, Extranet & e-Business
 Network Standards: TCP/IP, HTTP, FTP, …
 EDI
 Authentication & Digital Signature
 E-Payment & its protocols
 Public Key
 Wireless & Mobile Commerce
 Search Engines
 Web Services
 Intelligent Agents
 Security in e-Commerce: Network Security, Information Security, Secure e-Payment (Secure Operation, 

Secure Money & Cheque), Card Security, Secure Agents
 ISP
 ASP



Resources

• Electronic Commerce, P Loshin & J Vaca, Charles River Media, Boston, US, 2004
• Technology of Internet Business, Lawrence, E., Newton, S., Corbitt, B., Parker, C., Wiley Publishers, New 

Jersey, US, 2002.
• Security Fundamentals for e-Commerce, Vesna Hessler, Artech House Publishers, London, UK, 2001
• Information Security Contemporary Cases. Wright, M., and Kakalit, J., Jones and Bartlett Publishers, 

sundburry, Massachusetts, US, 2007
• The Executive guide to Information Security: Threats, Challenges and Solutions. Egan, M., and Mather, 

T., Addison-Wesley, Indianapolis, US, 2004
• Electronic Commerce: Framework, Technologies and Applications, 4th Edition, Bharat Bhasker, Tata 

McGraw-Hill Education. New York, 2017.
• Cases on Electronic Commerce Technologies & Applications, Khosrow-pour, Mehdi, Idea Group Inc. 

(IGI). Pennsylvania, 2006.



ارزیابی پایانی

 حضور مداوم در کالس بدون یک جلسه غیبت
ابزارها/پروژه درسی مباحث روز درسی
سمینار گروهی پروژه
مقاله انفرادي یا دو نفره/ترجمه
 1میان ترم
 2میان ترم
پایان ترم

1+

3

2

2+2

5
5

5

8
------
20



Eight Unique Features of 
e-Commerce Technology

1. Ubiquity 
2. Global reach 
3. Universal standards 
4. Information richness 
5. Interactivity 
6. Information density
7. Personalization/customization
8. Social technology
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Technological Building Blocks Underlying E-
commerce

• Internet
• World Wide Web

– HTML4.0, HTML5.0
– Deep Web vs. “surface” Web

• Mobile platform
– Mobile apps



Technological Cont.

• Internet:
Is a worldwide network of computer networks built on common 
standards
‾ The Internet has shown extraordinary growth



Technological Cont.

• World Wide Web
An information system running on Internet infrastructure that 
provides access to billions of web pages

– The Web provides access to billions of web pages indexed by 
Google and other search engines. These pages are created in a 
language called HTML (HyperText Markup Language). HTML pages 
can contain text, graphics, animations, and other objects 
(surface” Web). Web pages are indexed by their URLs

– Deep Web vs. “surface” Web:
The deep Web contains databases and other content that is not 
routinely indexed by search engines such as Google



Technological Cont.

• Mobile platform
Provides the ability to access the Internet from a variety of mobile devices such as 
smartphones, tablets, and other ultra- lightweight laptop computers

– Mobile apps
Today, more Americans and people across the world access the Internet via a 
mobile app than by using a desktop computer and web browser.



Web 2.0

• User-centered applications and social media 
technologies
– User-generated content and communication
– Highly interactive, social communities
– Large audiences; yet mostly unproven business 

models
– Examples: Twitter, YouTube, Instagram, Wikipedia, 

Tumblr, Uber
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Web 2.0—The Social Web

The Constantly Changing Web
Web 2.0 (the social web): a term used to describe a phase 
of World Wide Web evolution characterized by dynamic 
webpages, social media, mashup applications, broadband 
connectivity and user-generated content.
Social media: a collection of Web applications, based on 
Web 2.0 technology and culture that allows people to 
connect and collaborate with others by creating and 
sharing digital content.



Web 2.0—The Social Web



Web 2.0—The Social Web
Setting the Stage for Web 2.0

1. Broad bandwidth (broadband)
2. Sustainable business models
3. New Web programming technologies
4. Application programming interface (API)
5. Plug-Ins



Web 2.0—The Social Web
Setting the Stage for Web 2.0

AJAX technologies, or asynchronous JavaScript and XML, is a term 
referring to a group of technologies and programming languages 
that make it possible for webpages to respond to users’ actions 
without requiring the entire page to reload. 

1. JavaScript
2. Extendable Markup Language (XML)
3. Document Object Model (DOM)
4. HyperText Markup Language (HTML)
5. XMLHttpRequest
6. Cascading Style Sheets (CSS)



Web 2.0—The Social Web



Web 2.0—The Social Web

Social Media Applications and Services 
Social Networking Service (SNS): an online platform 
or website that allows subscribers to interact and 
form communities or networks based on real-life 
relationships, shared interests, activities and so on.

Both YouTube and Facebook started as SNSs, but now 
span multiple application categories.



Web 2.0—The Social Web
More than Facebook, YouTube, & Twitter

• Collaboration
• Communication and Engagement with Customers (Marketing)
• Image and Reputation Management (Public Relations)
• Communication and Engagement with Employees and Partners 

(Management)
• Talent Acquisition and Recruiting (Human Resources)
• Research and Knowledge Management
• Productivity and Information Utilities
• Fund Raising



Web 2.0—The Social Web
Elements of Social Media: What Makes it Different?

• User-generated content (UGC).
• Content control.
• Conversation.
• Community (common values, culture).
• Categorization by users (tagging).
• Real people (profiles, usernames, and the human voice 

vs. the corporate “we”).
• Connections (followers, friends, members, etc.).
• Constant updating (real-time, dynamic).
• Content separated from form.
• Equipment independence.



Web 2.0—The Social Web
Cluetrain Manifesto

• Understanding not only how people behave, but also the way 
they think about things.

• Transforms Markets to conversations where successful 
companies will learn to engage customers instead of 
traditional unidirectional or broadcast communications.



Web 3.0

The realistic approach of web 3.0 flags way on dynamic 
performances that focuses on predicting answers based on 
user priority. An executable 3.0 engages dynamic content 
and executes machine interaction as devices like 
smartphones, automobiles are highly connected to the 
internet. Whereas, web 2.0 motivates data sharing.



The Standards of Web 2.0 and Web 3.0
S.No Web 2.0 Web 3.0
1 “The document Web” “The metadata Web”
2 “The social Web” “The intelligent Web”
3 Static Highly mobile, three-dimensional or 3D
4 Controversial (Debate) Even more controversial

5 Writable phrase of the WWW Executable phrase of the WWW with interactive services, 
dynamic applications and “machine-to-machine” interaction

6 Uses the read-write web Uses semantic web
7 Google as catalyst Semantic Web companies as catalyst
8 Google keyword search is used to find information Databases with metadata are used to find information
9 Uses blogs, web applications, rich media and viral media Uses drag and drop mashups and widgets
10 Focuses on Communities Focuses on Individuals

11 Uses online knowledge community that entails people tagging of 
content and its categorization

Uses content management systems along with artificial 
intelligence

12 Facilitates interaction between web users and sites
Interprets information like humans and wisely produce and 
distribute useful content customized to the requirements of 
users

13 Abundance of information Control of information
14 Sharing Content Consolidating Dynamic Content

15

The key technologies developed during this stage of the Web
include are Blogs (Blogger); Wikis (Wikipedia); Social
Bookmarking (del.icio.us); Social Networks (Facebook,
MySpace); Instant Messaging (Yahoo!, Google Talk, AIM); Mash-
ups; Auction Web sites (eBay); and Professional Networking
(Linked-in, Plaxo).

The key technologies developed during this stage of the Web
include are Ontologies (YAGO, DBPedia); Semantic Searching;
Thesauri and Taxonomies; Personal Intelligent Digital
Assistants; and Knowledge Bases.



e-Commerce Business Models 

• E-commerce companies focus their 
operations in different parts of the value 
chain to achieve profitability



Business Models Used in e-
Commerce3
• Merchant

• Transfers the old retail model to the e-commerce world by
using the medium of the Internet

• Brokerage
• Brings sellers and buyers together on the Web and collects 

commissions on transactions between these parties
• Advertising

• Extension of traditional advertising media
• Directories such as Yahoo! provide content to users for 

free



Business Models Used in e-
Commerce3 (Cont.)

• Mixed
• Generating revenue from more than one source

• Informediary
• Sites collect information on consumers and businesses and 

then sell this information to other companies for marketing 
purpose

• Subscription
• e-Commerce sites sell digital products or services to 

customers



Major Categories Of e-Commerce

• Business-to-consumer e-commerce (B2C)
• Companies sell directly to consumers
• Supplements traditional commerce with e-

commerce
• Business-to-business e-commerce (B2B)

• Involves electronic transactions between businesses
• Uses electronic data interchange (EDI) and electronic 

funds transfer (EFT)



Major Categories Of e-Commerce

• Consumer-to-consumer e-commerce (C2C)
• Involves business transactions between users
• Reflected by people using online classified ads or online auction 

sites
• Consumer-to-business (C2B)

• Involves people selling products or services to businesses
• Nonbusiness organizations

– Universities
• Nonprofits
• Political and social
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e-Government
• Applications

• Government-to-citizen (G2C)
• Government-to-business (G2B)
• Government-to-government (G2G)
• Government-to-employee (G2E)

• Services
• Tax filing
• Online voter registration
• Disaster assistance
• E-training for government employee



The Growth of B2C E-commerce in the U.S.
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The Growth of B2B E-commerce in the U.S.
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The Growth of M-commerce in the U.S.
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Organizational e-Commerce

• Involves e-commerce activities that take place inside 
an organization via the organization’s intranet

• Includes
• Exchange of goods, services, or information among 

employees
• Conducting training programs and offering human 

resource services 



Major Activities in B2C e-Commerce



B2B e-Commerce: A Second Look 

• Technologies used
• Intranets
• Extranets
• Virtual Private Networks (VPN)
• Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)
• Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT)

• Reduces delivery time, inventory requirements, and prices
• Helps business partners share relevant, accurate, and timely 

information



B2B e-Commerce: A Second Look 
(Cont.) 

• Lowers production costs and improves accuracy
• Creates invoices and tracking payments manually

• Improves information flow among business 
partners
• Creates a direct online connection in the supply 

chain network



Major Models of B2B e-Commerce 

• Models based on who controls the marketplace
• Seller-side
• Buyer-side
• Third-party exchange

• Fourth marketplace model
• Trading partner agreements facilitates contracts and 

negotiations among business partners



Seller-Side Marketplace 

• Sellers who cater to specialized markets come together 
to create a common marketplace for buyers

• e-Procurement 
• Enables employees in an organization to order and 

receive supplies and services directly from suppliers
• Prevents purchases from suppliers that are not on the 

approved list of sellers
• Eliminates the processing costs of purchases



Buyer-Side Marketplace 

• Buyer, or a group of buyers, opens an electronic 
marketplace and invites sellers to bid

• Helps the buyers:
• Manage the procurement process more efficiently
• Lower administrative costs
• Implement uniform pricing

• Involves the goal of establishing new sales channels



Third-Party Exchange Marketplace 

• Marketplace generates revenue from the fees charged for 
matching buyers and sellers 
• Vertical market: Concentrates on a specific industry or 

market
• Horizontal market: Concentrates on a specific function 

or business process and automates this function or 
process for different industries

• Offers suppliers a direct channel of communication to 
buyers



Trading Partner Agreements 

• Automate negotiating processes and enforce 
contracts between participating businesses

• Allows business partners to send and receive bids, 
contracts, and information needed

• Enables customers to submit documents via the 
Internet



Mobile Commerce 
• Using handheld devices to conduct business 

transactions
• Based on the Wireless Application Protocol (WAP)
• Technologies supported

• Wireless wide-area networks and 3G, 4G, 4G LTE 
and 5G networks 

• Short-range wireless communication technologies, 
BT LTE, NFC



Voice-Based e-Commerce
• Relies on voice recognition and text-to-speech

technologies 
• Method involves using e-wallets
• Security features

• Call recognition
• Voice recognition
• Shipping to a set address that cannot be changed by 

voice commands



E-Commerce Supporting 
Technologies 

• Electronic payment systems
• Web marketing
• Search Engine Optimization



Electronic Payment Systems 
• Electronic payment 

• Money or script that is exchanged only 
electronically 

• Popular instruments for electronic payment
• Smart cards

• Contains an embedded microprocessor chip
• Stores important financial and personal 

information



Electronic Payment Systems
• E-cash: Secure and convenient alternative to bills 

and coins
• Complements credit, debit, and charge cards
• Adds convenience and control to everyday cash 

transactions
• E-check: Electronic version of a paper check

• Offers security, speed, and convenience for online 
transactions



Electronic Payment Systems

• E-wallets: Available for most handheld devices
• Offer a secure, convenient, and portable tool for online 

shopping
• Store personal and financial information

• PayPal: Popular online payment system used for many 
online transactions
• Users with valid e-mail addresses can set up accounts 

and make secure payments



Electronic Payment Systems

• Micropayments: Transactions on the Web 
involving very small amounts of money
• Began as a method for advertisers to pay for cost 

per view or cost per click



Web Marketing 

• Uses the Web and its supporting technologies to 
promote goods and services



Search Engine Optimization (SEO) 

• Method for improving the volume or quality of traffic to 
a website 
• Higher ranking in search results generate more revenue 

for a website
• Aims at increasing a website’s performance on search 

engines naturally
• Includes techniques facilitating search engines to find 

and index a site for certain keywords



Search Engine Optimization (SEO) 

• Advertising model
• Brokerage model
• Business-to-business (B2B)
• Business-to-consumer (B2C) 
• Buyer-side marketplace
• Click-and-brick e-commerce
• Consumer-to-business (C2B)
• Consumer-to-consumer (C2C)



Search Engine Optimization (SEO) 

• e-business
• e-cash
• e-check
• e-commerce
• e-government
• e-procurement 
• e-wallets
• Electronic payment 



Search Engine Optimization (SEO) 

• Horizontal market 
• Informediary model
• Merchant model
• Micropayments
• Mixed model
• Mobile commerce (m-commerce)
• Organizational (intrabusiness e-commerce)
• Paypal



Search Engine Optimization (SEO) 

• Search engine optimization (SEO)
• Seller-side marketplace
• Smart card
• Subscription model
• Third-party exchange marketplace
• Trading partner agreements 
• Value chain 
• Vertical market
• Voice-based e-commerce 
• Web marketing



Insight on Business: Class DiscussionInsight on Business: Class DiscussionStart-up Boot Camp
• Why do you think investors today are still interested in investing in 

start-ups?

• What are the benefits of investing in a company that is a graduate of 
a Y Combinator boot camp?

• Is an incubator the best solution for start-ups to find funding? Why 
or why not?
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Assessing E-commerce

• Many early visions not fulfilled
– Friction-free commerce

• Consumers less price sensitive
• Considerable price dispersion

– Perfect competition
• Information asymmetries persist

– Intermediaries have not disappeared
– First mover advantages

• Fast-followers often overtake first movers
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Predictions for the Future

• Technology will propagate through all commercial activity
• Large, traditional companies will continue to play dominant role, 

consolidating audiences
– Start-up ventures can still attract large audiences in non-dominated arenas

• Integrated online/offline companies will experience more growth than 
purely online companies

• Additional factors:
– Increased regulation and control
– Cost of energy
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Understanding E-commerce: 
Organizing Themes

• Technology: 
– Development and mastery of digital computing and 

communications technology 

• Business: 
– New technologies present businesses with new ways of 

organizing production and transacting business

• Society: 
– Intellectual property, individual privacy, public welfare policy
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The Internet and 
the Evolution 
of Corporate 
Computing
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Insight on Society: Class DiscussionInsight on Society: Class DiscussionFacebook and the Age of Privacy

• Why are social network sites interested in collecting user 
information?

• What types of privacy invasion are described in the case? Which is 
the most privacy-invading, and why?

• Is e-commerce any different than traditional markets with respect to 
privacy? Don’t merchants always want to know their customer?

• How do you protect your privacy on the Web?
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Academic Disciplines 
Concerned with E-commerce

• Technical approach
– Computer science
– Management science
– Information systems

• Behavioral approach
– Information systems
– Economics
– Marketing
– Management
– Finance/accounting
– Sociology
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Summary
• e-commerce is buying and selling goods and 

services over the internet
• e-commerce transactions occur among consumers, 

businesses, and government
• B2B e-commerce lowers production costs and 

improves accuracy by eliminating many labor-
intensive tasks

• Number of technologies and applications support 
e-commerce activities



Insight on Society: Facebook 
and the Age of Privacy

• Exercise 1:
– Why are social network sites interested in collecting user information?
– What types of privacy invasion are described in the case? Which is the most 

privacy-invading, and why?
– Is e-commerce any different than traditional markets with respect to privacy? 

Don’t merchants always want to know their customer?
– How do you protect your privacy on the Web?
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